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Study anytime, anywhere! Emanuel Law in a Flash comprehensive flash cards are ideal for

reviewing legal topics point by point. Each card has a concise question on one side and an accurate

answer on the reverse side. These cards are the only product of their kind.
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Contracts is one of those subjects that can be a completely different experience based on your

professor. The preliminary cards were great during the first semester; but, as the material grew

more complex, other avenues of studying ended up being more productive.

I liked these cards. They put you in mini-practice situations. These are about the length of a

35-minute question, believe it or not. You'd be amazed what you can think of--and what you don't

remember. It's good practice to keep you thinking about common themes. I wish I had used them

more diligently.I reduced it one star because I don't like the organization of it.I also wish this was an

Android app. I definitely would have used the bejeesus out of that. If I drop my phone, I don't have

to spend 30 minutes reorganizing the cards.

If you wear glasses you will definitely need them to review these flash cards. The scenarios are

pretty funny and they do lead you to look at the fact pattern and the law. The answers on the back

are not short, so I don't know how anyone getting quizzed on them would actually answer them



correctly as each answer is about a paragraph or more. They're okay if you want to spent a lot of

time squinting at the answers. You may learn something from them.

I'm using them to teach Business Law to community college students. I hear a lot of happy

chattering as they read the scenarios. I can easily highlight the part of the answer that is important

for them to know so that they don't get bogged down in the details.

These provided a good overall review of the major areas as I start refreshing in prep for the bar

exam. The user will not relearn all the elements, nor does it substitute for a good solid study of the

subject. It does, however, serve as a great test and refresher, and the hypos are very useful and

very similar to practice MBE questions.

Awesome study aid. A must for any law student. The most helpful thing I used to prepare for my

exam.

Great study aid, helps you review black letter in numerous mini hypos, great self assesment tool
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